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Let _~ = {I1,12, : . . ,  lk} be a collection of k positive integers, let s¢ be a family 
of subsets of an n-element set and let ~' = {A i ~ &/ : IAil ~c~}.  We show that if 
]A i ~kAJ[ E2  for all Ai,  A j ~ ,~ and if [~l = 0 or if (] A i~,A i  ~[~ 0 then [~¢1 
-< i=~o (n-1)i " This result is used t° pr°ve that if 1< 'Ai A Aj ' <--2 f°r all 
Ai, A j~then[s~¢[  <(no l )+(n -11)+(n21)andth is i sbestposs ib le .  We 
also prove that the following conjecture is true when n is sufficiently large. 
Conjecture. Let 2 = {11, I z . . . . .  1 k} be a collection of k positive integers. If 
k 
i=0 
Finally, a modular version of the above theorem is proved and is used to 
partially confirm a conjecture of Alon, Babai, and Suzuki. These results generalize 
earlier esults of deBruijn and Erd6s, Bose, Ryser, Frankl and Fiiredi, and others. 
© 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout  this paper ,  X denotes  the set [n] = {1, 2 . . . . .  n} and ~¢ = 
{A1, . . . ,  Am} denotes  a col lect ion of subsets of X. A we l l -known result  of  
deBru i jn  and  Erd6s  [2] says that  if [A i c~Ajl = IAi thAi]  = 1 for all 
A i, A j  ~ A,  then  ]~L -< n. This  was genera l i zed by Bose in [5] (see also 
[10]). He  showed that if IA iNA~[  =A >0 for all A~,A  t~A,  then  
Is~l _<n. 
Uti l iz ing a tr ick of B lokhuis  [3], we genera l ize  the above results by 
proving the fol lowing theorem.  
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THEOREM 1. Let S¢ = {ll, 12 . . . . .  I k} be a collection of positive integers 
and let C = {A i E d " [Ai[ ~_z~}. I f  IA i N A j lk~5(  for all Ai, A t ~ A and 
if ]~[ = O or if O A, e~Ai  ¢ O, then ]d[ < g (~ ~ l ). 
i=0  
We then apply Theorem 1 to the following conjectures. 
Conjecture 1. (Frankl and Ftiredi [6]). If 1 _< [Ai C~At[ _< k for all 
k 
Ai, A t e~g, then Idl _< ~ ~ . 
i=0  
Conjecture 2. (Snevily [11]). Let 2 = {l~,..., l k} be a collection of k 
positive integers. If IAsC~Atl e~ for all Ai, At ed ,  then IA < 
k 
Using Theorem 1, we prove a special case of the Frankl-Fiiredi conjec- 
ture by proving the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. I f  1 < [A i C~ Aj[ < 2 for all Ai, Aj  E d ,  then 
Using Theorem 1 again and a result of Lichtblau and Snevily [8], we 
show that Conjecture 2 (hence Conjecture 1) is true for n sufficiently 
large, i.e., we prove: 
THEOREM 3. Let ~ = {l l ,  12 , . . .  , I k} be a collection of k positive inte- 
gers. I f  [A i ch Atlne.Zf for all Ai, A t ~ x~" and n is sufficiently large (IX[ = 
n), then I J [  <- ~ ~ • 
i=O 
In Section 5, we give a modular variant of Theorem 1 which partially 
confirms a conjecture of Alon, Babai, and Suzuki given in [1]. Throughout 
this paper we let (x) denote the collection of all k-element subsets of X. 
In what follows, we make use of the following celebrated theorem of 
Frankl and Wilson [7]. This is referred to as the F -W Theorem. 
F -W THEOREM (Frankl and Wilson). Let ~z ~* be a collection of k 
non-negative integers. I f  IA i r3Ajl ~*  for all Ai, A i es~', then [HI 
k 
<- z (:) 
i=0  
2. A PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Proof. We assume that c~ is non-empty and that 1 ~ AAi~Ai ,  the 
proof for I~1 = 0 is similar. 
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Let l 1 < l 2 < • • • < l k. If IAi[ = l 1 for some i then we are done by the 
F -W Theorem. Therefore, we may assume that IA~L > ll for all i. 
With each set A i ~d ,  we associate its characteristic vector v~ = 
(vi~ . . . .  , v i )  ~ R n, where  vii = 1 if j ~ A i and Uii = 0 otherwise. For 
x ,y  ~R n, let x "y = Ex iY i ,  denote their standard inner product. 
i=1  
Clearly, v i .v  ~ = [A i N Aj[.  We may assume (after relabeling) that for 
1 < i _< r, 1 ~A i and that for i > r, 1 ~A~.  We may also assume (after 
relabeling) that for 1 < i < r, [All -< [A21 < " " " < IArl, and that 
]Ar+l[-< IAr+2[ < ""  < IAml. 
For i = 1 . . . .  , m, let us define a polynomial f i  in n variables as 





f i (v i )  ~ 0 for 1 < i < m, (2) 
f i (v i )  =0 for l  < j< i<r ,  (3) 
f i (v i )  = 0 for i < r and j > r, (4) 
f i (v j )  = 0 for i > r. (5)  
Recall that a polynomial in n variables is muhilinear if its degree in 
each variable is at most 1. Since the domain of our fi are restricted to the 
n-cube D = {0, 1} ~ c R '~ (here x 2 = x~), we may assume that our fi are 
multilinear. 
As in [1], we claim that our fi functions from /2 to R are linearly 
independent. I f not, we would have the non-trivial inear relation 
h l f z (x )  + h2f2(x  ) + ' ' '  +hmf,~(x  ) = 0 (hi ~ R) .  (6) 
Let i 0 be the smallest subscript such that hi0 ¢ 0. Substituting vi0 for x 
into (6) gives us hi0f,.0(Vg 0) = 0, a contradiction (rio(rio) ¢ 0). 
Label the sets in (x -o{1}) I'j (x 1{1}) ~j . . .  I.J (X-{1}k_~) ] with the labels B i 
k-1  
( . -  1), such that IBil <_ IBfl when i < j. Let w i be for i = 1 , . . . ,q  = ~[] 
i=0  
the characteristic vector of  B i and let hBi(X) = I-I xj  for i > 1. Note that 
the w i are in 22 = {0, 1} ~. j ~81 
For i = 1 . . . . .  q, let us define a polynomial gBi in n variables as 
gB,(X) = X 1 -- 1, (7) 
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and 
gB,(X) = X,hB,(X ) -- hB,(X ) for i > 1. (8) 
Clearly, the gB'S are linearly independent (use the fact that  gB(Wi) -7 a 0)o 
Next, we claim that the gsi's and fi's are linearly independent. Proof of 
claim: Suppose not. Then by our previous remarks, there would exist a 
non-trivial linear relation 
f l lgB l (Y )  + " ' '  +t~qgBq(X) + Al f l (X  ) + ' ' '  +Amfm(X ) = 0 (9)  
with some /3/¢ 0 and some A i 4= 0. Let i 0 be the smallest subscript such 
that Aio :~ 0. 
If i 0 _< r, then substituting vio for x in (9) yields hiofio(vio)= O, a 
contradiction. Therefore, we may assume that i 0 > r. 
For i>r ,  let v* =v  i+( l ,0 ,0 , . . . ,0 )  and note that v* -u j=v  i . v :  
for all j > r. Thus, substituting v* for x in (9) yields hiofio(C~o)= l 0 
hiofio(Vio) = 0, a contradiction. 
Therefore, the ge/s and f /s  are linearly independent. 
Now each ge~ and f~ can be written as a linear combination of the 
multilinear polynomials of degree _< k. The number of such monimials is 
k k -1  k 
(7) (n - I )  ' "  thus m < Z (':) . We have q = ~ i gs, .s, 
i=0  i~0 i=0 
k -1  k 
( , -1) i  = ~0(n-1)  and we are | 
i=0 i= 
Remark. If 2 in Theorem 1 is replaced by 2"  = {0, 12, 13,...,  lk} and 
if Q ff ~ ,  then the conclusion of Theorem 1 still holds. 
3. A PRoOF OF THEOREM 2 
To prove Theorem 2, we need the following result of Frankl and Fiiredi 
[6]. For a very simple proof of this fact see [9]. 
THEOREM (Frankl and Fiiredi). I f  [XJ = n <_ 2k + 2 and 1 <_ ]A i r3 
k 
Ajl <_kforal lAi ,  A j~d,  then [d l  < ~ ( " : ) ) .  
i=0 
Proof of Theorem 2. By the above results we may assume that n >_ 7. 
By Theorem 1, we may assume that d contains exactly three 2-element 
subsets of X (say AI, A2, A3) , such that A t n A 2 n A 3 = 0.  (If A 
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contained four or more sets of size 2, they would have non-empty intersec- 
tion.) 
Let Q =A1 uA2 uA3. Note that IQI = 3 and that IA i A Q[ >_ 2 for 
all A~ ~g.  Let Tg = {Ai ~ d • Ag _A j  71Q} for i = 1, 2, 3. We see that 
]T/I < n - 1 and that d = r I I..J T 2 (_J T 3. Now I~1 -< 3n - 3 < 0 
(~ ~ 1)+ (~ ~ 1)when n-> 6 and we are done. | 
4. CONJECTURE 2 
First, some remarks on Conjecture 1. In [6], Frankl and FiJredi proved 
Conjecture 1 true for n >_ lOOk2/log(k + 1). (For more results on Conjec- 
ture 1, see [7].) Lemma 1 below gives an easy proof that Conjecture 1 is 
true when n >_ (k4 /2) (k  + 1) 2. 
In order to prove that Conjecture 2 is true for n sufficiently large we 
need the following result of Lichtblau and Snevily given in [8]. 
THEOREM (Lichtblau and Snevily). 
k(k  >_ 2) positive integers such that 2 
[A i Ch Aj l  ~--cZ for all Ai,  A j  ~ SJ. Let 
[A i fq Aol >_ 11 for all A i ~ se¢. I f  IA01 
- -  t=0~ i 
Let .Z~ = {11, 12 . . . .  , lk} be a set of 
<_ 11 < 12 < "'" < lg. Assume that 
A o c X be the smallest set such that 
<_ l k + 2, then for n sufficiently large 
In Lemma 1 below we make use of the following fact. Fact: Let 
t (X) andlet  2={B 1,B2,...  Bq} . I f~ 'c land  71B i=®then I=  I--Ji=0 i , - 
there exist Bil , Bi2 , . . .  , Bi~ in ~'  (with s < t + 1) such that Bil o Bi2 
• "" N Bi, = O (see[4] for a proof of this fact). 
Next, a lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let .~ = {11, 12, . . . ,  l k} be a collection of  k positive integers 
suchthat 1 = l 1 <2 < . . .  < lk. I f lA i  nA i l  ~Z fo ra l lA i ,  A j ~dand i f  
2 
-- i=Ot i )" IX1 = n > lk(l k + 1)2(k2/2), then I~¢1 < E k gn- l 
Proof. By Theorem 1 and our above remarks, we may assume that 
oae contains l k + 1 sets of size l~ or less, say A 1 . . . .  ,Ark+l, such 
that 711<~_<tk+lA~=O. Let Q=A!u- - -  UAtk+l. Note that [QI < 
l~(l k + 1) and that IAi n Q] >_ 2 for all A i ~¢ .  Let q = (,~1). For i = 
1,2 . . . . .  q, let Ri~(Q2)  and let T i= {Aj ~s~ : Ric_A jOQ}.  By the 
_ E~-'[" F-W Theorem, we see that IT/I < i=01 ~2)< k(~ zl). Furthermore, 
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= T 1U T 2U "'" U Tq. Thus 
(k -21)  ( l k ( l~+l ) )  (k -2 )  [d] <q.k .  < "k"  
- 2 1 
< 2 
n-  1 n -  1 12( lk + | < k < when n > 
i=o i 
It is now easy to show that Conjecture 2 is true when n is sufficiently 
large. 
Proof o f  Theorem 3. By Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 we may assume that 
2 < I a < l 2 < "..  < I k and that k > 2. By the above theorem of Licht- 
blau and Snevily, we may assume that IAi[ > l~ + 2 for all A /~ d .  Now 
apply Theorem 1 again. II 
5.. A MODULAR VARIANT 
In [1], Alon, Babai, and Suzuki proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM (Alon, Babai, Suzuki). Let p be a prime and K, L two 
disjoint subsets o f  {0, 1 , . . . ,  p - 1}. Let IK] = r and [L] = s, and assume 
r(s - r + 1) < p - 1 and n > s + k r, where k r is the maximal element o f  
K. Let d be a family o f  subsets of  an n-element set. Suppose that 
(i) ]AJ ~ K + pZ for eachA ~d;  
(ii) [AN B I ~ L + pZ for each pair o f  distinct sets A ,  B, ~ sd. 
 .on <(:) +(s:,) + +(s :+l) 
They went on to conjecture that the condition r(s - r + 1) < p - 1 in 
their theorem could be dropped. 
We prove their conjecture true in many cases by proving the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let p be a prime and K, L be two disjoint subsets o f  
{0, 1 , . . . ,  p - 1}. Let ILl = s. Let d be a family of  subsets o f  an n-element 
582a/68/1-16 
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set. Suppose that 
(i) IAI ~ K + pZ for each A ~ ~; 
(ii) IA fq B I ~ L + pZ for each pair of distinct sets A, B ~ d .  
_Es  In- l) .  Then Idl < s=ok i 
Proof. Replace the field R in Theorem 1 with Fp (the gB]S remain the 
same). | 
s = ~1 y'~s-2fn - 1) Since(~ 1)+(~7~)  (~)and  (s )> i=O~i when n is suffi- 
ciently large, we see that Theorem 3 not only confirms the conjecture of 
Alon, Babai, and Suzuki in many cases but also strengthens the upper 
bound of their theorem. 
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